
Translated from the Bing book „The Electric Train“ 1927 pages 124-128 
 
Figures 120, 121 and 122 show the main points that need to be oiled. 
 
Figure 120 shows the motor from the with the collector, while Figure 121 shows it from above.  

 
Fig. 120 Hand reverse mechanism through rod (8). Motor shown the collector side. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 121 shows the motor from above. 

      
Here the black wire goes to the light.     The Bing Penn Locomotive has two lights. 



 
Figure 122 shows the motor from below. 
 

 
 

In figure 122 (motor from below) one sees clearly the two pickup shoes (14) as well as the position of the geared wheel. 
 

If, after a while, the motor runs slower or a sweaking sound comes from the collector, then it is time that the collector 
and the brushes need to be greased.  
 
First clean the collector (best with a fine, linen rapped, wooden stick. Then a bit of vaseline on the collector segment. To 
insure that the vaseline is correctly distributed, hold the motor in your left hand and turn the geared wheel (10) with 
your right hand. 
 
With the same action the rotor (armature) (11) and the collector (12 in fig 125) can be cleaned and degreased.  

  
The collector brushes get worn with use, each motor has two brushes. They can be replaced by unscrewing the cap (14 
in fig 122) and replacing them in the brush tubes. The brushes should glide lightly against the collector. Too light or not 
straight causes sparks on the collector, where too firm against the collector can cause groves and slow the motor down. 
 
The collector brushes should be cleaned with a good petroleum benzine. The contact shoes of the ski collector (fig 120, 
122, 123) should run lightly on the middle track. Should the reverse mechanism not function it usually means that the 
rod (8) has not been pushed in to the end or not pulled out completely. This leaves the reversing roller (6 in fig 121) only 
half turned and the reversing action does not work. You can correct his by working the rod back and forth completely so 
the teeth properly rotate the roller.  
 
(Note from Frank, The action is like a rifle bold, the rod is pushed in and then pulled out rotating the roller to the reverse 
position. Repeating the action, rotates the roller further in the same direction to the forward position. NOT as some 
mechanisms where push in is forward, pull out is reverse!)  



 

 
The action of the reverse roller (note the mechanic in fig 125) rotates 1 quarter turn each time always in the  
same direction.  

        
 
The upper part (with rotor (aramature) and reverse mechanism can be separated from the lower part (wheels and 
magnet) by unscrewing the 4 screws (15 in fig 120 & 121) separating the two halves (fig 123)  
 

 
Fig 123 the upper and lower halves separated 
 
Further disassembly by unscrewing the screws (16 in fig 120) frees internal parts like the pole shoe, the reverse shift rod 
(8), the preasure spring (17) holding down the reverse mechanism, the reverse lever (3) with its tooth (4) (see fig 124) as 
well as the large transmission gear fort he wheels. All shown in figs 120, 123 & 124) 
 

 
Fig 124 The Hand reverse mechanism 
 
In Figure 125 are the complete roter armature, lower reversing roller (6) with the roller gear (5) and the isolation plate 
(18) with the fine pickup shoes (19) for the reversing roller 



 
Figure 125 
 
The connections (18) are explained more fully in the file I made „Repairing a Bing Gauge 1 Locomotive.pdf“ 


